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Introduction
How many times have you seen a new video on MTV and thought to yourself - I bet this no talent
rapper gets to bang all those smoking hot chicks! Rap Video Auditions proves you were right AND let's
you play along from home!

Adult Review
Watch as these "record execs" test the talent by trading promises of an audition for some pre-shoot action in the green room!
If you have ever handed out a phony business card to a hot chick you met at a club then you can imagine the kind of action
these guys get when they back it up with a fully decked out recording studio and a Benz in the driveway.
  
  Rap Video Auditions does a great job of filling the "reality show" niche that a lot of sites are competing for these days. The
videos are believable, the talent is hot and the action is intense from start to finish.
  
  With hour after hour of one chocolate diva after another it really is like having your own rap video casting call in the
privacy of your living room without any of the pesky lawsuits that usually come from the after parties.
  
  Featuring 32 exclusive videos in a 576x432 downloadable formats as well as a Flash streaming version and dialup friendly
options as well, this is a site that should work with no matter what you hardware setup is like.
  
  The Tongue has arrange for a discounted price of $9.99 for the full monthly membership for all of our members!. It's a solid
bargain if you get it from the free preview of Rap Video Auditions on this page.

Porn Summary
With dozens of networked sites included in your membership access, Rap Video Auditions is a site well worth joining if you
ever wanted to be a record studio exec... or just wanted to fuck like one!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'This site makes your cock rock like a hardcore playa!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 84 Interface: 80
Support: 85 Unique: 82    Taste: 84        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
All Anal Movies (86) ,Fucking Machine 1000 (83) ,All Hairy Girls (83) ,360 Solos (83) ,Blow Patrol (82) ,Handjob Harry
(82) ,Cum Covered Glasses (82) ,Anally Asian (82) ,All Interracial (82) ,Lesbo Trick (82) ,Wife Wants Black Cock (81) ,
Anime Ilustrated (81) ,Booty Studio (79) ,Food Bangers (77) ,Service Whores (70) ,Bang My Stepmom (Preview) ,I Am
Eighteen (Preview) ,Asian Exotics (Preview) ,Awesome Interracial (Preview) ,Round Juicy Butts (Preview) ,Anal Intensity
(Preview) ,Anal Starlets (Preview) ,Anal ASAP (Preview) ,Amateur Idols (Preview) ,Pornstar Tryouts (Preview) ,Real
Blowjob Auditions (Preview) ,Lesbian Sistas (Preview) ,Camel Toe HOs (Preview) ,XXX At Work (Preview) ,Whale Tailn
(Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Discount Porn, Ebony, Exclusive, Hardcore, Interracial, Reality, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $14.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
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Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 32
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